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Current Research
Despite the many researchers we had to turn away, mostly due to on-going construction in
Granite Cove, we were still able to host eight new projects this year; they are summarized below.
Project Title:

Rediscovery and description of the
Granite Mountains relict
harvestmen (Texella sp.)
Researcher(s): Marshal Hedin
Affiliation(s): San Diego State University
Funding:
none
Description:
Faculty/Academic Research. Dr.
Marshal Hedin, faculty at San
Diego State University, is an
expert in the Opiliones, an order of
Arachnids referred to as
Harvestmen. They are one of two
groups of arachnids that are often
called Daddy Long-legs; the other
group is a true spider in the Family
Pholcidae (Cellar Spiders),
whereas Harvestmen are more
closely related to scorpions. The
© Cedric Lee
best way to identify a “Harvestmen
Daddy Long-legs” is that they
Figure 16. Photograph of an unknown Texella
appear to have just one body
species taken by Cedric Lee in April of 2017.
segment (versus 2 in true spiders).
Dr. Hedin became interested in visiting the Center after a photograph was
posted on iNaturalist of what appears to be an undescribed species of Texella
(Figure 16). The genus Texella is a small genus of armored Harvestmen in the
family Protolophidae; they are limited to North America and many occur only
in caves. Of the known species, only a few are known to occur in the Mojave
Desert. When Dr. Hedin saw the photo of this particular spider, he became very
interested in finding it again, as he believes it is a new species to science.
Finding a specimen to study may take a while, but with luck he’ll find this
elusive arachnid so he can include it in his broader evolutionary and systematic
studies of harvestmen.

Project Title:
Researcher(s):
Affiliation(s):
Funding:
Description:

Geophysical Studies of the Eastern Mojave Desert
Jared Peacock
US Geological Survey
none
Government Research. Jared Peacock, Ph.D., is a research geophysicist at the
Geology, Minerals, Energy, and Geophysics Science Center in Menlo Park, CA.
He visited the Center in September 2019 while collecting gravity and
magnetotelluric data throughout Mojave National Preserve. The
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magnetotelluric techniques utilize electromagnetic sounding to characterize
major geologic structures below the surface down to 80 km. Specifically, Jared
is interested in the formation of the Mojave Block upwards of 2 billion years
ago. By creating images of the subsurface he can learn more about the
geologic history of the southwestern US than is possible with surface geologic
mapping alone, especially because this region is highly impacted by the many
fault systems and Eastern California Shear Zone.
Project Title:
Researcher(s):
Affiliation(s):
Funding:
Description:

Botanical Guide for the Pacific Coast Trail
Dana York, Jim André
CalTrans, Granite Mountains Desert Research Center
Sponsored by Timber Press
Independent Research. Dana York is currently working for CalTrans out of
Arcata, CA, and has spent much of his life exploring the flora of California.
Dana, along with Jim André, the Director here at the Center, have been asked by
Timber Press to author a botanical guide for the California portion of the Pacific
Coast Trail. Jim André is considered an expert on the California flora with
emphasis on the Mojave Desert and southern California. The two botanists
make a great team to accomplish this monumental task, Dana is covering the
northern portion of the state and Jim is covering the southern portion. The book
will be a photographic
field guide for the plants
you see along the PCT;
due to be out in 2022.

Project Title:

Conservation Genetics
of Kangaroo Rats
Researcher(s): Yuwei Cui,
Leonard Nunney
Affiliation(s): UC Riverside
Funding:
none
Description:
Ph.D. Dissertation.
Yuwei Cui is a graduate
student in the Evolution,
Ecology, and
Figure 17. Yuwei Cui collecting a tissue sample from
Organismal Biology
Dipodomys. Photo provided by Yuwei Cui.
Department at UC
Riverside. She is
interested in using genomic data and quantitative methods to study evolutionary
and conservation biology. She is working with her advisor, Leonard Nunney,
Ph.D., to collect tissue samples from several kangaroo rat (k-rat) taxa in
southern California in order to learn more about their genetic patterns and
adaptations. Specifically, Yuwei is interested in comparing genomic divergence
between two sets of sister taxa: 1) Stephen’s k-rat (Dipodomys stephensi) and
Panamint k-rat (D. panamintinus) and 2) San Bernardino Merriam’s k-rat (D.
merriami parvus) and Merriam’s k-rat (D. m. merriami). These sister taxa are
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both separated by the San Gabriel and San Bernardino Mountains, which
formed around 11 million years ago as a result of tectonic activity along the San
Andreas Fault. The San Bernardino Merriam’s k-rat and the Stephen’s K-rat are
both considered Federally Endangered largely due to habitat loss in southern
California. Yuwei visited the Center in the summer and fall of 2019 in order to
collect tissue samples from the Panamint and Merriam’s k-rats (Figure 17).
Project Title:
Researcher(s):
Affiliation(s):
Funding:
Description:

Mojave Desert Network Bat Monitoring Plan
Allen Calvert, Kimber Godfrey
US National Park Service
USDI National Park Service Inventory & Monitoring (I&M)
Academic/Government Research.
The Mojave Desert Inventory and
Monitoring Network consists of
the following National Park (NP)
units: Great Basin NP, Mojave
National Preserve, Joshua Tree
NP, Death Valley NP, Manzanar
National Historic Site, Lake
Mead National Recreational
Area, and Parashant National
Monument. The Mojave Desert
I&M network recently joined up
with several other agencies
throughout North America to
collect baseline data on bat
species richness, abundance,
population trends, gender ratios,
and the presence of white-nose
syndrome or other diseases. The
North American Bat Monitoring
Program
(www.nabatmonitoring.org)
utilizes an established protocol in
a systematic way that will allow
for the data to be shared across
Figure 18. Allen Calvert (left) and
the continent. Perhaps more
Kimber Godfrey (right) setting up the
importantly, they have created a
microphone and acoustic monitor for bat
data portal for all the agencies to surveys at Snake Spring, Feb. 25th, 2020.
share their data, which means
trend data can be developed across an entire species range in some cases, as
well as provide land managers with early warnings about population declines.
Allen Calvert is heading the program for the Mojave Desert I&M park units,
including Mojave National Preserve. They established a site on Center lands
near Snake Springs where they plan to set up acoustic detectors and mist nets
for 4-7 nights at least twice per year (Figure 18).
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Project Title:
Researcher(s):
Affiliation(s):
Funding:
Description:

Genetic Diversity in Desert Reptiles
Eric Routman
San Francisco State University
none
Academic Research. Dr. Eric Routman is a professor in the Biology
Department at San Francisco State University. His research focuses on using
molecular techniques to study how genetic diversity, population structure, and
historical biogeography play into adaptation and evolution of reptiles, including
several lizard species from the Mojave Desert. Dr. Routman supports many
undergraduate students in addition to Master’s students in his lab with the goal
of giving undergraduate students the opportunity to experience the publication
process in addition to the field and lab work involved. As an example, Camille
Smith is a Master’s student in Eric’s lab that is studying microgeographic
barriers to gene flow in the side-blotched lizard, Uta stansburiana, and the
zebra-tail lizard, Callisaurus draconoides, in the Mojave National Preserve.
This past year Eric, Camille, and some other lab members camped at Yucca
Bajada campground while conducting their field work nearby.

Project Title:
Arthropod Associations with Residual Dry Matter and Foundation Shrubs
Researcher(s): Jenna Braun, Christopher Lortie, Mike
Westphal
Affiliation(s): York University, BLM
Funding:
none
Description:
Academic and Government Research. Jenna
Braun, M.S. is at York University working
with Dr. Christopher Lortie. Jenna first
came to the Granite Mountains as a Master’s
student, but is now working as a lab assistant
for Dr. Lortie conducting a variety of arid
lands experiments. The most recent project
involves a collaborative effort with the
BLM, USGS, and other agencies, called
RestoreNet, which is a large-scale
restoration experiment being networked
among many researchers to answer a variety
Figure 19. Members of the
of ecological questions for land managers.
bee genus Hoplitis are known
Jenna and Chris are looking at both direct
to visit both Malacothrix
and indirect drivers of plant and arthropod
glabrata (an annual) and
communities in the Mojave Desert. Their
Larrea tridentata. Photo by J.
research has focused on studying different
Braun.
mechanisms influencing interactions
between plants and arthropods, such as how a foundation species (Larrea
tridentata) can influence pollinator services to nearby annuals (Figure 19).
While here this year, Jenna used pitfall traps to measure the arthropod
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communities underneath Ephedra and collected residual dry matter to look at
productivity drivers of insect composition, abundance, and species richness.
Project Title:
Perennial grass-dominated plant communities of the eastern Mojave Desert
region.
Researcher(s): Joseph McAuliffe
Affiliation(s): Desert Botanical Garden
Funding:
Desert Botanical Garden, National Park Service
Description:
Academic Research. Dr. Joseph McAuliffe, Director Emeritus and Senior
Research Scientist at Desert Botanical Garden, is a plant community ecologist
with over 25 years of experience in the Desert Southwest and other arid regions
of the world. His research has spanned from paleoecology to landscape
evolution, but his most recent work in this area has focused on the East Mojave
Highlands (Figure 20). He has been conducting vegetation surveys in the
eastern portion of Mojave National Preserve, southern Nevada, and western
Arizona since the late 1980’s in order to document and describe the
environmental factors contributing to the perennial C4 grass-dominated plant
communities found in this region. With this data he has been able to describe
community composition, species distributions, landform history, geological
substrates, soil characteristics, effects of livestock grazing, as well as the history
and impact of fire on the plant communities throughout the east Mojave
Highlands.

Figure 20. Example of perennial C4 grass-dominated plant community on the east
side of the New York Mountains in Mojave National Preserve, an area where Dr.
McAuliffe has extensively collected vegetation data. Photo by J. McAuliffe.
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